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3.3	 Walkers	contribute	via	smart	device	and	notebook.	Sweet	Waters	walk,	2017.	Documentary	photograph.	Courtesy	of	author.	 	62	3.4	 Sweet	Waters	walkers	notebooks	on	display	at	Corsham	Court,	2019.	Documentary	photograph.	Courtesy	of	author.	 	62	3.5	 Selection	of	walkers’	notebooks.	Documentary	photograph.	Courtesy	of	author.	A	selection	of	pages	from	the	notebooks	have	been	scanned	and	are	available	to	view	at:	https://doi.org/10.17870/bathspa.11989074.v1	 	63	3.6	 Aggregated	Sweet	Waters	social	media	trails.	Using	Social	Hiking	platform,	mapdata	©	Google.	Screengrab	2018.	A	screen	captured	performance	prose	interaction	with	this	An	Awful	Arrow,	was	presented	online	and	in	exhibition.	Authored	media	response,	screen	capture	of	interaction,	2017.	Available	to	view	here:	https://doi.org/10.17870/bathspa.12005661.v1	
















3.19	 Print	out	of		‘Slavers	Throwing	Overboard	the	Dead	and	Dying	…’	(JMW	Turner1840)	wedged	in	wall	beneath	Beckford’s	Tower,	Bath,	2017.	Documentary	photograph.	Courtesy	of	author.		 	76	3.20	 cow	parsley	scatter,	2017.	Scanned	walkers	notebook.	Courtesy	of	author.	Image	shows	pressed	cow	parsley	flower	in	the	folds	of	a	notebook.	The	florets	are	dispersed	leaving	small	pollen	stains	across	the	two	pages.	On	the	left	the	word	
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			81	4.1	 Social	media	trail,	day	2	of	Honouring	Esther	(2015).	Geo-tagged	social	media	aggregated	from	multiple	sources,	using	Social	Hiking	platform..	Map	data©	Google	 	87	4.2	 Pages	from	Sweet	Waters	notebook,	2017.	Scanned	image.	Courtesy	of	the	author.	The	image	shows	a	pencil	drawn	line	of	‘The	routes	according	to	Rebecca’	with	icons	and	notes.	 	89	4.3	 Page	from	Sweet	Waters	notebook,	2017.	Scanned	image.	Courtesy	of	the	author.		Image	shows	layers	of	the	route	and	locations,	from	‘displaced	workers’	to	
‘privilege’	and	‘slave	owners’	described	as	a	‘reverse	geology’.	 	89	4.4	 Wordsworth	Heritage	(Pollard	2012)	screen	grab	from	artist’s	website		 	92	
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5.7	 Social	media	trail	from	Sweet	Waters	walk,	single	user,	single	feed	from	Twitter	and	Flickr	10/6/17	Screen	grab	from	Viewranger	platform.	Map©Thunderforest.		Data©OpenStreetMap	 		118	5.8	 Social	media	trail	from	Sweet	Waters	walk,	multiple	users,	aggregated	feeds	10/6/17.4	Screen	grab	from	Social	Hiking	platform.	Map	data©Google	 	118	5.9	 Exhibition	of	Sweet	Waters	walkers	notebook,	Corsham	Court,	2019.	Documentary	photograph.	Courtesy	of	author.	 	120	5.10	 Honouring	Esther	installation	at	Corsham	Cout,	2019.	Documentary	photography.	Courtesy	of	author.	Documentary	video	walk	through	of	this	installation	of	work	from	both	projects	is	available	at	https://doi.org/10.17870/bathspa.12005859.v1	






















	1.1.1	Creative	practice	in	a	‘deterritorialised’	research	space	The	two	cycles	of	walks	generated	the	following	tangible	outputs:	•	 Curated	content	for	dissonant	interventions	•	 Co-created	walk	documentation	•	 Blog	entries	for	on-going	project	websites	
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